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By Bradford Keeney, Hillary Keeney

Inner Traditions Bear and Company, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Seiki jutsu is the ancient Japanese shamanic art of working with seiki,
concentrated life-force energy, for self-healing, revitalization, creativity, and inspiration. Known in
Tantra as kundaliniand to the Kalahari Bushmen as n/om, seiki has been called activated and
strengthened chi and is often described as a non-subtle energy because it is strongly felt when
awakened. Centering on spontaneity of movement to gather and transmit seiki, the practice of seiki
jutsu does not require years of training or endless memorization of forms. Once you have received
seiki, your daily practice will teach you to activate the flow of this powerful energy to recharge your
body, mind, and spirit and empower you to find your unique destiny. Renowned seiki jutsu masters
Bradford and Hillary Keeney detail the history and lineage of seiki jutsu beginning in 8th-century
Japan and reveal how this ancient practice was used by the samurai. The authors show how seiki
underlies the flow experience sought after by artists, musicians, athletes, and performers of all
types. They explain how to recognize the awakening of seiki, guiding you through the stages of seiki
development...
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The book is fantastic and great. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply right a er i finished
reading through this book by which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Adolfo Lindg r en-- Adolfo Lindg r en

Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin-- Leila ni Rippin
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